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Electronic wheel balancer MT 837 L | RAL7040 | 230V
The MT 837 L is an electronic wheel balancer for small to medium-sized workshops | Rim diameter 6 - 40" | LED digital display
Article number: 1 694 201 408

MT 837 L is aimed at small-medium sized shops that service all
types of cars, motorcycles, and light trucks wheels.

The new "L" series is standard equipped with:

Laser line at 6 'o clock
Ultra-Fast cycle time (1,5s faster than the previous model)
Internal LED light
New internal data Arm (40mm smaller)
New ergonomic brake pedal

Pinpoint Laser Precision

The new "L" series ensures highest accuracy standards with its
built-in laser line at the six o' clock position. This reduces
unnecessary comebacks massively!

Optimized Aludata Arm

The new data arm is 40mm smaller than the previous one,
making the data acquisition easier than before. Especially on
wide tires and tyre with high offsets (ET value).

Powerful Internal Lights

The powerful LED light gives the user full visibility on the wheel,
making weight application a lot easier!

Ergonomic Pedal Design

The brake pedal width has been increased to make the
application easier and more ergonomically for the user. The new
robust design is perfect for tough environments, even over long
periods of time.

Optional: Automatic Width Measurement and Spoke Count

The new MT 837 L can be upgraded with a sonar data arm to

quickly and precisely measure width and count the number of
spokes automatically.

Scope of Delivery:

MT 837 L
Centering device
3 cones for mechanical adapter
Weight pliers
Calibration weight
Internal gauge
Rubber protection
Scraper for removing the adhesive weights
Rim guard - quick nut
Instruction manual with CE certification
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Electronic wheel balancer MT 837 L | RAL5015 | 230V
The MT 837 L is an electronic wheel balancer for small to medium-sized workshops | Rim diameter 6 - 40" | LED digital display
Article number: 1 694 201 407

MT 837 L is aimed at small-medium sized shops that service all
types of cars, motorcycles, and light trucks wheels.

The new "L" series is standard equipped with:

Laser line at 6 'o clock
Ultra-Fast cycle time (1,5s faster than the previous model)
Internal LED light
New internal data Arm (40mm smaller)
New ergonomic brake pedal

Pinpoint Laser Precision

The new "L" series ensures highest accuracy standards with its
built-in laser line at the six o' clock position. This reduces
unnecessary comebacks massively!

Optimized Aludata Arm

The new data arm is 40mm smaller than the previous one,
making the data acquisition easier than before. Especially on
wide tires and tyre with high offsets (ET value).

Powerful Internal Lights

The powerful LED light gives the user full visibility on the wheel,
making weight application a lot easier!

Ergonomic Pedal Design

The brake pedal width has been increased to make the
application easier and more ergonomically for the user. The new
robust design is perfect for tough environments, even over long
periods of time.

Optional: Automatic Width Measurement and Spoke Count

The new MT 837 L can be upgraded with a sonar data arm to

quickly and precisely measure width and count the number of
spokes automatically.

Scope of Delivery:

MT 837 L
Centering device
3 cones for mechanical adapter
Weight pliers
Calibration weight
Internal gauge
Rubber protection
Scraper for removing the adhesive weights
Rim guard - quick nut
Instruction manual with CE certification
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Electronic wheel balancer MT 857 L | RAL7040 | 230V
The MT 857 L is an electronic wheel balancer for small to medium-sized workshops | Rim diameter 6 - 40" | incl. 19" TFT monitor
Article number: 1 694 201 406

MT 857 L is aimed at small-medium sized shops that service all
types of cars, motorcycles, and light trucks wheels.

The new "L" series is standard equipped with:

Laser line at 6 'o clock
Ultra-Fast cycle time (1,5s faster than the previous model)
Internal LED light
New Video Graphic interface
New internal data Arm (40mm smaller)
New ergonomic brake pedal

New Graphical User Interface

The user interface of the MT 857 L has been completely
reworked, making the overall process more intuitive and easy-to-
use.

Pinpoint Laser Precision

The new "L" series ensures highest accuracy standards with its
built-in laser line at the six o' clock position. This reduces
unnecessary comebacks massively!

Optimized Aludata Arm

The new data arm is 40mm smaller than the previous one,
making the data acquisition easier than before. Especially on
wide tires and tyre with high offsets (ET value).

Powerful Internal Lights

The powerful LED light gives the user full visibility on the wheel,
making weight application a lot easier!

Ergonomic Pedal Design

The brake pedal width has been increased to make the

application easier and more ergonomically for the user. The new
robust design is perfect for tough environments, even over long
periods of time.

Optional: Automatic Width Measurement and Spoke Count

The new MT 857 L can be upgraded with a sonar data arm to
quickly and precisely measure width and count the number of
spokes automatically.

Scope of Delivery:

MT 857 L with 19" Monitor
Centering device
3 cones for mechanical adapter
Weight pliers
Calibration weight
Internal gauge
Rubber protection
Scraper for removing the adhesive weights
Rim guard - quick nut
Instruction manual with CE certification
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WHEEL BALANCERS High Volume Version 2023-05-24BEISSBARTH

Electronic wheel balancer MT 857 L | RAL5015 | 230V
The MT 857 L is an electronic wheel balancer for small to medium-sized workshops | Rim diameter 6 - 40" | incl. 19" TFT monitor
Article number: 1 694 201 405

MT 857 L is aimed at small-medium sized shops that service all
types of cars, motorcycles, and light trucks wheels.

The new "L" series is standard equipped with:

Laser line at 6 'o clock
Ultra-Fast cycle time (1,5s faster than the previous model)
Internal LED light
New Video Graphic interface
New internal data Arm (40mm smaller)
New ergonomic brake pedal

New Graphical User Interface

The user interface of the MT 857 L has been completely
reworked, making the overall process more intuitive and easy-to-
use.

Pinpoint Laser Precision

The new "L" series ensures highest accuracy standards with its
built-in laser line at the six o' clock position. This reduces
unnecessary comebacks massively!

Optimized Aludata Arm

The new data arm is 40mm smaller than the previous one,
making the data acquisition easier than before. Especially on
wide tires and tyre with high offsets (ET value).

Powerful Internal Lights

The powerful LED light gives the user full visibility on the wheel,
making weight application a lot easier!

Ergonomic Pedal Design

The brake pedal width has been increased to make the

application easier and more ergonomically for the user. The new
robust design is perfect for tough environments, even over long
periods of time.

Optional: Automatic Width Measurement and Spoke Count

The new MT 857 L can be upgraded with a sonar data arm to
quickly and precisely measure width and count the number of
spokes automatically.

Scope of Delivery:

MT 857 L with 19" Monitor
Centering device
3 cones for mechanical adapter
Weight pliers
Calibration weight
Internal gauge
Rubber protection
Scraper for removing the adhesive weights
Rim guard - quick nut
Instruction manual with CE certification
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IMPORTANT NOTES
Please notice: This list contains spare parts, too.
Without instruction or assembly.
Delivery ex works including packaging.

VERSION 2023.05.24 – PRICES ON REQUEST

Starting from now all previous lists will lose their validity.
Please read our general terms and conditions in the latest version before ordering; to be found under www.beissbarth.com.

Order number 1 693 602 008  Print norm BB XXX / XX.XX.2020 DE · Subject to technical and program changes, errors excepted.

Beissbarth Automotive Testing Solutions GmbH
Hanauer Straße 101
80993 Munich, Germany
sales@beissbarth.com
www.beissbarth.com

Telefon: +49-(0)89-14901-0
Telefax: +49-(0)89-14901-246
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